
Survivor

Can your team outwit, 
outplay and outlast your 

opponents to be the ultimate 
Survivor?



Meet the Tribes

VebradBrev
Acvetijed Joncuticonn
Unon Noorpun



Immunity

Use your immunity idol to pass 
on a question or challenge. You 

must surrender the idol once it is 
used.



Challenges

Each time you get a question 
right, you get a challenge and 

a chance at bonus points.



Challenge Bonus Points

You depend on the other tribes 
to vote for your challenge 

solution. They will lose points 
for teaming up unfairly.



The Final Challenge

The secret final challenge will be 
revealed at the end of the game 

for additional points.
Good Luck Survivors!



Question One

What is a person, place or 
thing?



Answer One

The noun



Challenge One

Identify the noun:
The boy ran very quickly.



Question Two

What modifies a verb?



Answer Two

The adverb



Challenge Two

Identify the adverb:
The boy ran quickly.



Question Three

What is the action of the 
sentence called?



Answer Three

The verb



Challenge Three

Identify the verb:
The boy ran very quickly.



Question Four

What describes a noun?



Answer Four

The adjective



Challenge Four

Identify the adjective:
The little boy ran quickly.



Question Five

What is a word that can 
replace a noun?



Answer Five

A pronoun



Challenge Five

Identify the pronoun:
The boy ran as quickly as he 

could.



Question Six

What word links two things?



Answer Six

A conjunction



Challenge Six

Identify the conjunction:
The boy and his dog ran 

quickly.



Question Seven

What word expresses 
emotion?



Answer Seven

An interjection.



Challenge Seven

Identify the interjection:
Stop! The boy kept on 

running.



Question Eight

What word modifies a noun 
and attributes ownership?



Answer Eight

Possessive adjective



Challenge Eight

Identify the possessive 
adjective:

The boy chased his ball 
down the street.



Question Nine

What is a verb that helps?



Answer Nine

An auxiliary verb



Challenge Nine

Identify the auxiliary verb:
The boy is running down 

the street.



Question Ten

What is a verb that is used 
as a noun?



Answer Ten

A gerund



Challenge Ten

The boy is running down 
the street.



Question Eleven

What are words that 
indicate location?



Answer Eleven

A preposition



Challenge Eleven

Identify the preposition:
The boy ran down the 

street.



Question Twelve

What is a verb phrase that 
begins with to?



Answer Twelve

An infinitive phrase



Challenge Twelve

Identify the infinitive phrase:
To win the marathon the boy ran 

down the street.



Answer Twenty-Four

Arrow pointing left.



Final Challenge

Unscramble the name of 
your tribe into the english 

term from which it was 
created.



The English Tribes

VebradBrev
Acvetijed Joncuticonn
Unon Noorpun



The Real Six Tribes

Adverb Verb
Adjective Conjunction
Noun Pronoun



Congratulations!

You have survived!


